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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Net-to-Gross Revisions track (Track C) of the Baseline Transition Planning project (P73) is an effort to
provide additional specificity for the full transition of both evaluation and implementation to the
Massachusetts Commercial/Industrial Baseline Framework (Baseline Framework) developed in 2017. The
purpose of P73 Track C is to establish net-to-gross ratio (NTGR) methodology that accounts for industry
standard practice (ISP) and customer-specific baselines.
A baseline defined by common practices rather than by code is appropriate for a non-unique measure that
has alternative efficiency levels available between code and the program-supported technology. We refer to
such measures as “intermediate baseline measures.”
NTGR and ISP research are both complex subjects, and their intersection is similarly complex. This report
simplifies many of the issues in an accessible document that provides actionable recommendations.

1.1 Issues addressed
In developing recommendations, this study considered the following issues.

1.1.1 Potential for overlap between partial free ridership calculation and
ISP
A concern identified in development of the Baseline Framework, and a motivation for the Track C effort, was
that the move to an ISP baseline might be accounting for some of the same natural adoption of intermediate
efficiency that is addressed in the NTGR method. The result would be to “debit” the program twice for the
same effect.
A converse concern identified in the Track C discussions is that a baseline defined by general market
practice might produce overstated net savings. This could occur if participants tended to install higher
efficiency technology without the program, compared to what the general market would have done, and the
NTGR methodology did not account for this tendency.

1.1.2 Response bias in current NTGR participant self-report batteries
The existing NTGR methodology, including the method implemented for TXC49 (2016 net savings) results,
includes a battery of questions to determine partial free ridership (FR) via the likely installation of
“intermediate” efficiency levels. Review of the questions found that as currently phrased, the intermediate
efficiency questions would be expected to lead to:
•

Overstated NTGR when the measure baseline is code or minimum

•

Understated NTGR when the measure baseline is an intermediate level between code/minimum and the
program efficiency level

These biases arise only when there is an intermediate efficiency available between code and the program
efficiency. If there are only two alternative efficiency levels available or applicable, the intermediate
efficiency question does not apply and does not affect the NTGR results.

1.1.3 Frozen NTGR values with moving baselines
The concern over possible “double debit” for partial efficiency FR is heightened by the current policy that
freezes the NTGR for a three-year period while the efficiency baseline could be tightened within the cycle. As
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a result, it is not sufficient to ensure that each NTGR study correctly calculates NTGR relative to a particular
baseline, such that net savings for that year are unbiased. In cases where partial FR is important, if the
NTGR correctly accounts for partial efficiency FR in one year at a low efficiency baseline, that same NTGR
value is no longer correct if the baseline is raised the next year.
The opposite can also occur: if the current NTGR and baseline are resulting in overstated net savings,
tightening the baseline while retaining a frozen NTGR could move toward more accurate savings. The goal,
of course, is to establish baselines and NTGR values that are currently valid, and to the extent possible,
retain their validity over time.
While there has been some discussion of lifting the frozen NTGR policy, this change may or may not occur.
Thus, there is an interest in methods that are somewhat robust in a frozen NTGR environment.

1.1.4 Complexity
The NTGR methodology is already complex and has the potential to become more so. We would like to
minimize this complexity as much as possible.

1.2 Study activities
The Track C study included the following activities:
•

Review of the prior participant self-report survey and scoring

•

Recommend minor changes for the TXC49 field work conducted in the fall of 2017

•

Develop and review alternative approaches

•

Empirical analysis of alternatives

•

Coordinate with the Track B development of ISPs for selected measures

1.3 Approaches considered
The primary approaches considered for changes to the efficiency portion of the participant self-report survey
methodology are indicated in Table 1-1. These changes would apply only for measures for which more than
two efficiency alternatives exist.
Table 1-1. NTGR approaches considered
NTGR Approach

Description of the Efficiency Component
1. Ask a yes/no efficiency free-ridership
question: Without the program, would you
have installed the same high efficiency as you
did?

Classic survey (status quo)

2. For those who say NO, ask what % of the
installed equipment would have been
“standard efficiency or minimum code,” and
“between standard efficiency and what you
installed through the program.”
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NTGR Approach

Description of the Efficiency Component
Use only the first question from the status quo

Simple

approach.1
Use the Classic method, but improve the second

Improved Generic Intermediate Efficiency

question to be less ambiguous, using different
wording for measures with ISP baselines and
measures with Minimum or Code baselines.
Develop a measure-specific list of alternative
technologies and explicitly ask participants which

Participant Alternative Technology

of these they would have installed if not the
program technology. Also determine the Simple
efficiency FR.
On a case-specific basis, determine by in depth

Integrated Gross-Net

interview what would have been installed absent
the program (excluding nonparticipant spillover)

Because of the relationship between baseline definition and NTGR method, we also considered two different
ways of determining the baseline for cases where there are multiple efficiency levels available.
•

Market ISP Baseline. This is the “Industry Standard Practice” representing what is “typical” in the
market. Per the Baseline Framework, this ideally is what is typically bought when the program-eligible
technology is not adopted, rather than the typical or average including the program technology in
question.

•

Participant Alternative Technology Baseline. This is the typical alternative that would have been installed
by participants if they could not adopt the program technology. This typical alternative is limited to what
participants who are not efficiency FRs would have installed. Participants who would have installed the
same efficiency without the program (efficiency FR) do not contribute to savings due to efficiency
improvements, so should not be included in defining the efficiency baseline.

The table below indicates the combinations of gross baseline method and NTGR methods considered for
cases where the gross baseline for non-unique measures is not code or standard.

1 Because the table only describes the approach to the efficiency component of free ridership, the simple method would still allow partial free ridership

based on timing and quantity.
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Table 1-2. Options for Combinations of Baseline and NTGR Bases, for Intermediate Baseline
Measures

Option #

Baseline basis

NTGR basis

0

Market*

Classic survey

1

Market*

Simple

2

Market*

Improved Generic Intermediate Question

3

Market*

Participant Alternative Technology

42

Participant Alternative Technology

Simple

5

Integrated Gross-Net

N/A

*Excluding the program-sponsored technology

The Participant Alternative Technology data collection and analysis can be used either to define the gross
savings baseline, or to determine the NTGR adjustment when gross savings uses a different baseline. Thus,
this NTGR method together with the market ISP (Option 3) will produce the same net savings as the simple
NTGR method with Participant Alternative Technology Baseline (Option 4). The methods differ in terms of
what effects are accounted for in the gross baseline and what in NTGR. In turn, these affect how existing
data collection may be utilized and where separate data collection efforts are needed, as well as the effect of
freezing the NTGR.

1.4 Key findings
1.4.1 What can customers reasonably answer?
The TXC49 questionnaire included some follow-up questions to understand how customers interpret the
intermediate efficiency question. The responses generally confirmed the potential for confusion and response
error for this question, which could lead to the biases conceptually identified.
The questionnaire also included a test of the measure-specific questions. Results indicated that respondents
are generally able to report on the alternative technologies they would have installed instead of what they
installed, when the alternatives are specifically enumerated. Their responses make sense and are consistent
with their other responses.

1.4.2 How different are NTGR results using different methods?
The TXC49 study produced results using the Classic method. For the measures with ISP baselines, NTGR
using the Simple method was also calculated. Additional information would have been needed to calculate
NTGR using any of the other methods listed in Table 1-2. From the TXC49 survey results, sufficient data
2 Option 4, asking the simple yes-no free ridership question on a survey and determining the participant alternative technology baseline on the same

survey or in a separate study, was presented in an earlier memo as the “2-Step” method.
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were available for three measures to compare FR results between the Simple and Classic methods. Results
are shown in Table 1-3.
Table 1-3. Difference in calculated FR between Simple and Classic methods
Measure

Measurement

Classic

Simple

Difference

FR_efficiency

57.1%

45.6%

-11.5%

FR_total

14.1%

12.1%

-2.0%

FR_efficiency

82.4%

77.2%

-5.2%

FR_total

42.9%

42.1%

-0.8%

FR_efficiency

93.9%

92.0%

-1.9%

FR_total

36.2%

35.5%

-0.7%

LED Fixture

Air Compressor

Condensing Boiler

These results indicate the following:
•

The Simple method produces consistently lower FR results compared to the classic method.

•

Despite moderate to large differences between the methods for the efficiency component of FR, the
effect on total FR is much smaller. The difference in total FR between the methods is under 1 percentage
point for air compressors and boilers, and approximately 2 percentage points for LEDs. The lesser effect
on the total FR score occurred because most of the records where efficiency FR changed already had
zero total FR because of the timing component or their total FR score was set based on overrides
triggered by answers to open-ended questions.

1.5 Recommendations
Based on the pros and cons identified, and the empirical results to date, we make the following
recommendations:

1.5.1 NTGR values to use for the 2018 Plan
For the 2018 Plan, we recommend using the results from the TXC49 study. These are developed via the
default approach (Option 0), using the Classic NTGR survey method with market ISP baselines for selected
measures.
There may be some potential for “double debiting” partial efficiency FR for the measures with ISP baselines,
that is, for downward biased NTGR, especially over time if NTGR remains frozen and ISP baseline tighten.
The alternative currently available would be to use the Simple NTGR method. This method yields an upward
biased NTGR. Since there is little material difference between the two sets of results, we recommend no
change to the general methods applied for this cycle. Moreover, since the Classic NTGR value, which
accounts for partial FR, is so close to the Simple NTGR value, the Classic result cannot have much partial FR
effect embedded in it. Hence, for the measures compared, there is little potential for double debiting, now or
throughout the frozen period for these results.
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1.5.2 NTGR methods going forward
Going forward, we recommend the following changes to NTGR methods used in the recent TXC49 study, in
terms of data collection and associated analysis methods.

1.5.2.1 Data collection
1. Ask the intermediate efficiency questions only where it is applicable, extending what was
done for TXC49.
2. Improve the generic intermediate efficiency question.
a) Clearly distinguish between the minimum required and what is typical or most commonly done.
b) Change the wording to ask what efficiency level would have been installed if not the high-efficiency
technology.
c)

Ask the question differently for baselines set at minimum efficiency vs for ISP baselines.

d) Consider eliminating the detail that collects the percent that would have been installed at the low
and intermediate efficiency levels.
3. For selected high importance, intermediate baseline measures, ask which measure-specific,
alternative technologies would have been adopted if not what was adopted through the
program, as in TXC49 question ISP1. Also continue to collect the Simple efficiency FR questions. The
measure-specific, alternative information can be collected:
a) By CATI as part of the general participant self-report NTGR survey
b) By CATI as a separate study
c)

By IDI, particularly where CATI is not expected to produce good results on alternatives

4. For complex or combination measures, use the Integrated Gross-Net method.
Complex and unique measures and combinations include New Construction, rare or special-application
prescriptive measures, as well as unique custom. Integrated Gross-Net is recommended for these cases.
This approach is more complex and costly per project than the others, but typically these are situations
where engineering interviews and analysis are already required even for gross savings. Practical
application of this method may be complicated.
5. Review the applicability of the timing component of the current NTGR method in relation to
the dual baseline methods defined in the Baseline Framework and developed in Track A.
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1.5.2.2 NTGR analysis methods
The recommended NTGR methods to address new ISP baselines, building on the recommended data
collection changes, are summarized in the following table. These methods are discussed further below.
Table 1-4. Recommended NTGR methods related to ISP baselines
Number of
efficiency levels
for the
technology
(including
program level)
2
>2

Are there
alternative
efficiency levels
between
baseline and
program?
NO
NO

>2

YES

Method for Most
Measures

Method for
Select HighImportance
Measures

Potential
Simplification
Where
Warranted

Simple
Simple
Participant
Alternative
Technology
questions

None
None

Simple
Simple
Improved Generic
Intermediate
Alternative

Complex or
Integrated GrossIntegrated Grosscombination
YES
Net
Net
measures
Highlighted cells indicate a change from the Classic approach (TXC49)

Simple

None

Simple Method for measures with only two levels
Where there are only 2 efficiency options, the baseline is the lower option, and the Simple NTGR method is
the only approach that applies. This is consistent with the Classic approach.
Simple or Improved generic alternative for low-importance measures with more than two levels
Where there more than 2 efficiency levels, for low-importance (typically, low savings) measures that do not
justify the investment in developing and programming measure-specific alternatives, as needed for
Participant Alternative Technology methods, simpler approaches are recommended. The NTGR method is
either the Simple Method if there is no technology intermediate between the ISP and program levels, or
Improved Generic Intermediate NTGR, if there is an intermediate level. These methods are applied with a
market-based or subjectively determined ISP baseline.
Participant Alternative Technology Methods for high-importance measures with more than two
levels
Where there more than 2 efficiency levels, for high-savings or high-value measures, Participant Alternative
Technology data collection is recommended. The data can be analyzed in one of the following ways:
•

Use Participant Alternative Technology data to determine the ISP baseline, and determine the NTGR by
the Simple method (from a standard participant survey). This approach may be preferred if the market
ISP baseline is not yet defined while the NTGR self-report survey is being conducted, or if NTGR remains
frozen. This approach allows changing adoption of intermediate efficiency to be accounted for in updates
to the gross baseline, without the potential for “double debiting.”

•

Use Participant Alternative Technology data to determine the NTGR relative to gross based on a wholemarket ISP baseline. This approach is generally preferred if there is an existing market baseline,
especially if NTGR is not frozen. The approach allows the gross baseline to be defined in terms of the
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state of the market, so that NTGR indicates how participants are different from the market as a whole.
These are both useful indicators. However, if the market baseline is not important, or is not yet
established, developing the Participant Alternative Technology baseline with Simple NTGR may be faster
and lower cost.
Implementing the Participant Alternative Technology approach for a large number of measures as part of the
regular CATI NTGR survey would not only be costly but also would increase the potential for coding errors.
For this reason, we recommend including the method for only a limited number of measures as part of the
general NTGR survey. Participant Alternative Technology baselines can also be determined in separate
studies, using a combination of research sources and methods.
Integrated Gross-Net method for complex or combination measures. The Integrated Gross-Net
method addresses complex custom situations, and directly determines how the specifications would have
been different absent the program.
Potential for further simplification
The potential simplification to use the Simple method even when there are alternative technologies available
between the ISP and the program technology would reduce customer burden as well as simplifying the data
collection and analysis and improving transparency. This simplification could make sense in any of the
following situations:
•

The measures affected account for a small fraction of program savings.

•

It is determined to be unlikely that customers can provide reliable information on alternative
technologies, by either the Generic Intermediate Alternative CATI or by the Participant Alternative
Technology questions, CATI or IDI.

•

Future studies continue to show, for a wide variety of measures, that there is minimal difference in
overall NTGR results between using intermediate efficiency questions and using the Simple efficiency FR
method.

If the Simple method is adopted as a simplification for any of these reasons, a possible modification to avoid
overestimating net savings would be to subtract 1 to 2 percentage points from the resulting overall NTGR,
based on the observed differences up to this point between the otherwise recommended method and the
Simple method.
Aggregate consumption analysis
Aggregate consumption analysis with an appropriate comparison group is sometimes used in the residential
sector, particularly for information-only programs. Under Commercial & Industrial Project 71, the MA PAs are
exploring the use of consumption data analysis for groups of commercial buildings. Depending on the
outcome of this work, a “direct-to-net” method based consumption data analysis could potentially be
recommended in the future for certain situations.
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1.5.2.3 NTGR method flow chart
Figure 1-1 presents the recommendations in a flow chart.
Figure 1-1. Recommendations for ISP baselines
Is this a complex,
combination
measure?

YES

Integrated GrossNet

Modified Generic
Intermediate
Alternative

Simple

Participant
Alternative
Technology for
baseline,
Simple for NTG

Market ISP for
baseline, Participant
Alternative Technology
for NTG

NO

Are there >2
levels of
efficiency?

NO

NO

YES (3+ levels)

Is there an
alternative
between
program and
baseline?

NO

YES

YES

Is this a high
importance
measure?

YES

Is there an
existing
baseline AND
non-frozen
NTGR?

NO

Is
simplification
justified? 1

NO

YES
1

Measure accounts for small % of savings; Unlikely customers can provide reliable info on alt. efficiency levels; or Evidence of minimal difference
between results using Modified Generic and Simple approaches
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2

INTRODUCTION

2.1 Background and purpose
The Massachusetts Baseline Framework3 standardizes definitions and protocols for evaluators to use in
defining commercial and industrial (C&I) measure baselines. The P73 Global Transition Plan4 identifies 6
major development activities, or tracks, needed to incorporate both the Baseline Framework and the Impact
Evaluation Framework5 policies into routine practice in Massachusetts. One of these 6 development activities
is addressing how baseline changes affect net-togross (NTG) methodologies.
Previously, baselines used to determine evaluated
gross savings for lost opportunity measures and for
new construction were almost all based on the
minimum efficiency allowed by code. The new
framework changes this to require non-unique C&I
measure baselines for these event types as well as for
post-RUL retrofit to be based on market-level
research (and not on a single participant’s
perspective). These market-determined baselines are
referred to as industry standard practices (ISP).6
The Baseline Framework states that “Free ridership
questions should be based on the premise of this
same market-defined baseline. As such there should
be inherent separation of baseline and free ridership
effects that avoids overlap or double-counting of any

In reading this memo, please note:
This memo focuses on comparing different ways to
calculate the efficiency portion of free-ridership
except where otherwise noted. No numbers
reported in this memo should be interpreted as
reflective of the final free-ridership or net-to-gross
(NTG) numbers that will be used for the next Three
Year Plan. Those numbers will be part of the TXC49
reporting. At the time of the writing of this memo,
the overall numbers that project is seeing for air
compressors, lighting, and HVAC are similar to
those used in the previous Three Year Plan. The
numbers here are different for several reasons,
including:
1.
They are focused ONLY on the efficiency
portion of the free-ridership calculation
2.
They involve subsets of the measure types
that will eventually be used for the ratios used in
the next Three Year Plan

free ridership effect.” This concern is the impetus for
the Track C effort.

2.2 Study activities
The Track C study included the following activities:
•

Review the prior participant self-report survey and scoring

•

Recommend minor changes for the TXC49 field work conducted in the fall of 2017

•

Develop and review of alternative approaches

•

Empirical analysis of alternatives

•

Coordinate with the Track B development of ISPs for selected measures

3 DNV GL and ERS. Massachusetts Commercial/Industrial Baseline Framework Final Report, prepared for the Massachusetts Program Administrators

and Energy Efficiency Advisory Council, February 2, 2017.
4 DNV GL. Draft Scope of Work, P73 Global Transition Plan, prepared for Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Programs Commercial & Industrial

Evaluation Contractor (CIEC), Stage 3, March 2017.
5 DNV GL. Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial Gross Impact Evaluation Framework, Draft Report, prepared for Massachusetts Program

Administrators and Energy Efficiency Advisory Council, February 10, 2017.
6 The framework document describes in some detail how to determine ISPs, and the actual determination of specific ISPs is the subject of other

studies. For the purposes of this report, it is sufficient to understand that an ISP is an efficiency level for a piece of equipment that is
determined based on some consideration of the market, and which can be, often is, but is not necessarily higher efficiency than code minimum.
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2.3 Report organization
The remainder of this report is organized as follows:
Section 3 reviews the key issues addressed by the study.
Section 4 provides the empirical results developed in this study and related studies that contribute to our
recommendations.
Section 5 reviews pros and cons of alternative approaches.
Section 6 provides recommendations for the 2019-21 program plans, and recommended methods for the
future.
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3

KEY ISSUES ADDRESSED

Following are the key issues addressed in this work.

3.1 Potential for overlap between partial FR calculation and ISP
As noted above, a concern identified in development of the Baseline Framework, and motivation for the
Track C effort, was that the move to an ISP baseline might be accounting for some of the same natural
adoption of intermediate efficiency that is addressed in the NTGR method. The result would be to “debit” the
program twice for the same effect. To demonstrate why this is a concern, it is helpful to step back and
review how net-to-gross ratios (NTGRs) are determined in the first place.
Figure 3-1 shows the three consumption levels that are used to determine the NTGR for a particular
measure when code minimum is the baseline:
•

Program efficiency consumption– this is the consumption level at the efficiency of the programsponsored measures. It is what the participants installed.

•

What participant would have installed – this is the consumption level at the efficiency that the
participant would have installed if they had not participated in the program. (Note, this might not
actually differ from minimum/standard efficiency, and in some cases, might actually be worse. The
extent to which it does differ is what evaluators attempt to measure in the FR/attribution/NTG research.)

•

Code minimum efficiency consumption– this is the consumption at the minimum efficiency level allowed
by code.

Gross and net savings are also indicated in this figure:
•

Gross savings is the difference between the program level of efficiency and code minimum, which is the
baseline in this figure.

•

Net savings (but not NTGR) is the difference between the program level of efficiency and what the
participant would have installed.

NTGR (not depicted on the figure) is the ratio of net savings to gross savings. 7 Using the values from this
particular figure:
•

Net savings = 2 – 1 = 1

•

Gross savings = 4 – 1 = 3

•

NTGR = 1 ÷ 3 = 0.3333

7 For the purposes of this paper, we are focusing on efficiency while ignoring the quantity and timing aspects that go into NTGRs. Technically, timing

and quantity affect NTGR as well, but they are not relevant to the ISP parts of the new baseline framework.
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Figure 3-1. Consumption levels & savings with baseline = code minimum efficiency

Minimum/Standard Efficiency

3
Gross Savings

Participant Average Efficiency
without Program

2
Net Savings

Consumption

4

Program Efficiency

1

For most C&I programs, the Massachusetts evaluation does not separately measure program-level (or
population) net savings and program-level gross savings, then determine NTGR as the ratio of net to gross.
Rather, the evaluation measures a NTGR (based on a sample), and applies this ratio to the total programlevel verified gross savings to determine program net savings. (Equation 2 rather than Equation 1).
Equation 1

Equation 2
𝑵𝑻𝑮𝑹 =

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑃𝑂𝑃 = 𝑮𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑃𝑂𝑃 × 𝑁𝑻𝑮𝑹𝑆𝐴𝑀𝑃𝐿𝐸

𝑵𝒆𝒕 𝑺𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒈𝒔𝑷𝑶𝑷
𝑮𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝑺𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒈𝒔𝑷𝑶𝑷

When the baseline changes to ISP (Figure 3-2) from the minimum/standard efficiency, the true net savings
do not actually change. They are still equal to the program level minus what the participants would have
done, both of which are independent of the baseline.
However, gross savings do change. Gross savings are now equal to the ISP consumption minus the program
consumption (gross savings = 2 in the figure below). And while ISP will not always be a higher efficiency
level than code minimum, when it differs, it will likely be in the direction of higher efficiency because general
market trends are towards higher efficiency. Thus, when gross savings change in the ISP situation, they will
usually decrease.
Because gross savings change and NTGR does not (because it is measured rather than calculated), the
resulting evaluated net savings will be inaccurately understated in this situation (i.e., net savings = 2 *
0.333 = .6667, rather than 3 * .333 = 1 as shown above).
Thus, the correct NTGR changes when the baseline changes from code/minimum efficiency to an ISP
baseline. Put another way, if the NTGR was calculated correctly to produce net savings when applied to
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gross savings at the minimum efficiency baseline (NTGR x GROSSMIN =0.333 x 3 = 1 for Fig 3-1), the same
NTGR value will understate net savings if it’s applied to gross savings with the ISP baseline (NTGR x
GROSSISP = 0.333 x 2 = 0.6667 for Figure 3-2).
On the other hand, if the NTGR that was used when the minimum-efficiency gross was overstated, keeping
that NTGR while moving to an ISP baseline can bring net savings closer to its correct value. Thus, if the
NTGR value had been estimated at 0.5 rather than 0.333 under the Figure 3-1 scenario, then net savings
was previously overstated (NTGR x GROSSMIN = 0.5 x 3 = 1.5), and moving to the ISP baseline while
retaining the NTGR moves to correct the overstatement (NTGR x GROSSISP = 0.5 x 2 = 1). Section 3.3
describes reasons under- or over-stated NTGR might arise from the NTGR survey batteries designed to
address intermediate efficiency.
Figure 3-2. Demand levels with baseline = ISP

Minimum/Standard Efficiency

4

Participant Average Efficiency
without Program
Net Savings

2

Gross Savings

Consumption

ISP
3

1

Program Efficiency

If evaluators could directly determine program net savings accurately, without applying NTGR to program
gross savings, then the change in the baseline and resulting change in gross savings would not affect the
net savings. However, when we calculate net savings as the product of NTGR and gross savings, we need to
ensure that the NTGR and gross calculations together provide a reasonable estimate of net savings.

3.2 Frozen NTGR values with moving baselines
The concern over possible “double debit” for partial efficiency FR is heightened by the current policy that
freezes the NTGR for a three-year period while the efficiency baseline could be tightened within the cycle. As
a result, it’s not sufficient to ensure that each NTGR study correctly calculates NTGR relative to a particular
baseline, such that net savings for that year are unbiased. In cases where partial FR is important, if the
NTGR correctly accounts for partial efficiency FR in one year at a low efficiency baseline, that same NTGR
value is no longer correct if the baseline is raised the next year.
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Conversely, a frozen NTGR is also a problem if the NTGR was overstated, and neither the NTGR nor the
baseline is changed. Thus, frozen NTGRs tends to aggravate any disconnect between base and net savings.
A situation where the frozen NTGR may be less of a concern is if the NTGR is initially correct and the
baseline change is moderate. It may be reasonable to assume that the NTGR is essentially stable with slowly
tightening baseline, as the market evolves to increased natural adoption of efficient technology over time.
While there has been some discussion about lifting the frozen NTGR policy, this change may or may not
occur. Thus, there is an interest in methods that are somewhat robust in a frozen NTGR environment.

3.3 Response bias in the current NTGR participant self-report
batteries
The existing NTGR methodology, including the method implemented for TXC49 results, includes a battery of
questions to determine “intermediate” efficiency partial FR. Review of the questions identified that, as
currently phrased, the intermediate efficiency questions would be expected to lead to:
•

Overstated net savings (understated NTGR) when the measure baseline is code or minimum

•

Understated net savings (overstated NTGR) when the measure baseline is an ISP level between
code/minimum and the program efficiency level.

These biases arise only when there is an intermediate efficiency available between code and the program
efficiency. If there are only two alternative efficiency levels available or applicable, the intermediate
efficiency question does not apply and does not affect the NTGR results.

3.3.1 Ambiguity of current approach
For measures where there are intermediate efficiency levels available between the program-eligible
technology and the baseline technology, the existing survey methods ask if the participant would have
installed the program technology, “standard efficiency or minimum code,” or something “between standard
efficiency and what you installed through the program.” This wording is ambiguous, leaving some
uncertainty as to what respondents understood and intended in their responses. Follow-up questions on the
most recent NTGR surveys under TXC49 confirmed that there is inconsistent interpretation. Table 3-1
illustrates the effect on net savings estimates under the various ways participants could interpret “standard
or minimum” efficiency when an intermediate baseline is used. The respondent will have the correct
interpretation and response if their interpretation of “standard or minimum” aligns with the baseline
definition (“Correct” cells in the table). However, there are potential inaccuracies for “natural intermediate
installers,” i.e., for customers who would have installed intermediate efficiency without the program:
•

Natural intermediate installers who interpret “standard or minimum” as what is typical in the market will
say they would have installed “minimum or standard.” If the gross baseline is code (first row), the
program will get full (efficiency) credit for this case even though the respondent is a partial free rider.
Thus, net savings is overstated (FR is understated) when gross savings is code, for partial free riders
who have this misinterpretation.

•

Natural intermediate installers who interpret “standard or minimum” as code will say they would have
installed “something in between.” If the gross baseline is intermediate (second row), the program will
get only partial credit, even if what the customer would have installed is at the baseline efficiency. Thus,
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net savings is understated (FR is overstated) for natural intermediate installers who have this
interpretation.
These two effects do not necessarily balance each other out. One or the other applies depending on the
baseline type. When the baseline is code, there is a tendency to overstate net savings by partial free riders.
When the baseline is intermediate, there would be a tendency to understatement by natural ISP adopters.
The efficiency free rider questions as currently worded do not really fit an intermediate baseline, in addition
to the ambiguity.
Table 3-1. Effect of gross baseline and respondent interpretations on net saving
Gross
Baseline
= Code
=
Intermediate

Respondent thinks “Standard” means…
Code

Typical or Average

Correct

Overestimate net savings
(Underestimate FR)

Underestimate net savings
(Overestimate FR)

Correct

The discussion above is most easily understood in a situation where only 3 efficiency levels exist: code,
program, and an intermediate level. For many measures, there are multiple alternative technologies or a
nearly continuous array of efficiency levels available. Depending on the measure and the market, an ISP
baseline may be a market average, a market mode or most common, or some other expression of “standard
practice.” Thus, there may be zero, one, multiple, or a range of options between an ISP baseline and the
program technology. The general principles described above still apply.

3.3.2 Scoring of the current method
In addition to the ambiguous wording of the intermediate efficiency levels in the current surveys, the
calculations applied to those current methods assign arbitrary consumption (efficiency) levels to the
intermediate efficiency option. The current calculations allow for one intermediate efficiency level between
the program level and “standard.” The scoring assumes that the savings at the intermediate efficiency is
exactly midway between that of the program and “standard” levels. This simplification and generalization
may be acceptable for some measures, but it does create additional fuzziness in the net savings calculation.
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4

RESULTS FROM THIS AND RELATED STUDIES

Evaluators conducted several studies in 2017 and 2018 that produced data to inform:
•

Which measures to establish ISPs for in the 2018 Three-Year Plan and what levels to use for those ISPs

•

What respondents can reasonably answer when it comes to intermediate efficiency levels

•

How different NTGRs are under two different methods

4.1 ISP study (P73 Track B) results
Several efforts to establish ISPs for a limited subset of measures are ongoing. To date, the ISP research on
air compressors has completed. The research on gas infrared heaters is also nearing completion. Research
on lighting and EMS systems is still ongoing. Conclusions from these research efforts are summarized in
Table 4-1. Further details related to this research is available in the deliverables for Project 73, Track B.
Table 4-1. Measures, ISPs, and previous baselines
Measure

Conclusions

Air Compressors

•

Minimal impact on savings in the near future

•

Confirmed many of the baseline assumptions that were already in place, or
provided minor expansions and clarifications

•

Larger impact is possible if future ISP research finds that VFD equipment is
sufficiently pervasive

Gas Infrared Heaters

•

ISP=82% vs. old baseline of 80%

Lighting

Not yet determined

EMS

Not yet determined

Other ISPs developed in Massachusetts to date include the following:
•

Lighting power density (LPC) in non-residential new construction (NRNC). This is an example of a
complex ISP that results in a continuous number based on a function of a wide range of construction
decisions across a wide range of specific lighting measures.

•

Residential lighting that consists of a blend of incandescent and halogen baselines.

•

85% efficiency for condensing boilers.

4.2 NTG study (TXC49) results
TetraTech and DNV GL added several questions to the 2016 NTG survey to assess how much intermediate
efficiency levels affect NTGRs and how well participants can answer vaguely worded and specifically worded
intermediate efficiency levels.

4.2.1 What can customers reasonably answer?
The TXC49 questionnaire included some follow-up questions to understand how customers interpret the
intermediate efficiency question. The responses generally confirmed the potential for confusion and response
error for this question, which could lead to the biases conceptually identified.
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Results for what respondent meant by standard or minimum (question FR32a) are shown in Figure 4-1.
While the most common answer was “whatever is required by code,” other answers were also common.
Figure 4-1. What respondents mean by “standard” efficiency (FR32a)

Results for what respondent meant by mid-level (FR32b) are shown in Figure 4-2. The most common
answer was “whatever was mid-level or less expensive than the high efficiency option.” The respondents
might have simply attended to the congruent “mid-level” wording in the question and the answer because
this was the first time the term “mid-level” was introduced. However, other answers were also common.
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Figure 4-2. What respondents mean by “mid-level” efficiency (FR32b)

For both questions, approximately 10% of respondents gave some other, open-ended answer that cannot be
clearly interpreted.
The questionnaire also included a test of the measure-specific questions. Results indicated that respondents
are generally able to report on the alternative technologies they would have installed if not what they did,
when the alternatives are specifically enumerated. Their responses make sense and are consistent with their
other responses (Table 4-2).
•

Very few respondents chose the “don’t know” option.

•

The most common answer for LEDs was that they would not have installed anything at that time. This
suggests the program is accelerating LED adoption, even if the efficiency component of FR is high. That
is, there is a high rate of program-induced early replacement. This is consistent with what is typically
assumed currently for C&I lighting outside of New Construction.

•

Other lighting technologies were relatively evenly mixed between the alternatives.

•

For both air compressors and boilers, the most common answers were the most efficient of the listed
intermediate efficiency levels.

•

For condensing boilers, over half the respondents indicated they would have adopted the next highest
efficiency available (specifically, 90-94% AFUE for small boilers) if not the program technology (95%
AFUE), and fewer than 10% indicated they would have installed the code level (80-84%). Thus, if a
Participant Alternative Technology baseline were calculated from these data, it would be higher than the
current market-based ISP baseline of 85% AFUE. This result illustrates the potential for the participant
baseline to be higher than that based on the overall market practice. The result also shows the value of
asking participants about intermediate efficiency levels between the ISP and the program technology
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when they exist. At the same time, if a new baseline were to be set, for this measure, information from
other sources could be considered along with these participant survey results.
Table 4-2. Most likely alternative efficiency by ISP measure (ISP1)8
LED Fixtures
Intermediate
Efficiency
HP T8
T8
T5
HID
Something else

Air Compressor
Intermediate
Efficiency

Percent*

Percent* Intermediate Efficiency

16% Reciprocating
11% Screw
13%
4%
5% Something else

Would have installed
nothing at this time

41%

Would have installed
the same technology

<1% Would have installed the
same technology

Condensing Boiler

Would have installed
nothing at this time

Don’t know
9% Don’t know
* All percentages are savings-weighted.

22% Intermediate best
49% Intermediate mid
Code minimum
4% Something else
25%

Would have installed
nothing at this time

Percent*
53%
10%
8%
8%
17%

0% Would have installed the
same technology

0%

0% Don’t know

5%

4.2.2 How different are NTGR results using different methods?
Figure 4-3 illustrates the steps used to calculate FR implemented in the 2016 NTG survey. These methods
are consistent with how evaluators in Massachusetts have evaluated FR for the last several Three-Year
Plans, so they are referred to as the “classic” method. In this method, participants can be full, partial, or
non-FRs on three dimensions: timing, quantity, and efficiency.

8 The precise wording of this question follows:

ISP1 Now I would like you to think about what you would have installed if the <ISPMEAS1, ISPMEAS2> equipment was not available anywhere in the
market and you had to install something else instead. If you had NOT installed <ISPMEAS1, ISPMEAS2> equipment, which of the following
would you most likely have installed instead? [READ LIST].
For boilers, respondents were given ranges of specific efficiency levels: 80-84%, 85-89%, 90-94%. Small boilers received all three categories because
program efficiency level is 95%. Large boilers only received the first two categories because program efficiency level is 90%.
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Figure 4-3. “Classic” FR calculation
Did program 
TIMING?

No

Yes

0 <= FR_timing <=
1

FR_timing =1

Did program 
QUANTITY?

No

FR_qty =1

Yes

0 <= FR_qty <= 1

Did program 
EFFICIENCY?

No

FR_eff =1

Yes

FR_eff =
1* %same +
0.5* %intermediate +
0* %standard

FR_total =
FR_timing * FR_qty *
FR_eff

Adjust FR_total based
on consistency checks
and postcodes

FR_total

Figure 4-4 illustrates a minor modification to the NTGR calculation method that removes the consideration of
intermediate efficiency levels. The only change is the one highlighted in yellow. Rather than calculating a
partial FR for efficiency, the “simple” method simply assigns a binary 0 or 1 to the efficiency portion of the
FR calculation.
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Figure 4-4. “Simple” FR calculation
Did program 
TIMING?

No

Yes

0 <= FR_timing <=
1

FR_timing =1

Did program 
QUANTITY?

No

FR_qty =1

Yes

0 <= FR_qty <= 1

Did program 
EFFICIENCY?

No

FR_eff =1

Yes

FR_eff = 0

FR_total =
FR_timing * FR_qty *
FR_eff

Adjust FR_total based
on consistency checks
and postcodes

FR_total

The TXC49 study produced results using the Classic method. For the measures with ISP baselines, NTGR
using the Simple method was also calculated. Additional information would have been needed to calculate
NTGR using any of the other methods listed in Table 4-3.
At the time of fielding the 2016 NTG survey, there were three measures installed by more than two
participants, for which an ISP was being considered: LED fixtures9, air compressors, and condensing boilers.
Table 4-3 shows how the efficiency portion of the FR (FR_efficiency) and total FR (FR_total) change under
the simple calculation. The change to NTGR will be the same magnitude, but the opposite direction of the
change to FR_total. The resulting changes to total FR (accounting for efficiency, timing, acceleration, and
some special cases) are small: less than 2% for all three measures.10

9 LED lamps primarily fell under the upstream program, the results of which will be discussed in a later section of this report.
10 The resulting change to FR_total is so much smaller than the change to FR_efficiency because many of the cases where FR_efficiency changed from

a value greater than 0 to 0 already had an FR_timing component of 0 or the final FR_total value was overridden based postcoding of openended responses. Refer to Appendix A for additional analysis of this finding.
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Table 4-3. Difference in calculated FR between simple and classic methods
Measure
LED Fixture
(n=211)
Air Compressor
(n=23)
Condensing Boiler
(n=59)

Measurement

Classic

Simple

Difference

FR_efficiency

57.1%

45.6%

-11.47%

FR_total

14.1%

12.1%

-1.98%

FR_efficiency

82.4%

77.2%

-5.22%

FR_total

42.9%

42.1%

-0.76%

FR_efficiency

93.9%

92.0%

-1.93%

FR_total

36.2%

35.5%

-0.69%

These results indicate the following:
•

The Simple method produces consistently lower FR results compared to the classic method. This is
because, on the efficiency dimension, the Simple method gives the program full credit for a partial free
rider (someone who would have installed an intermediate efficiency, for which the classic method
generates a “partial” FR_efficiency score between 0 and 1).

•

Despite moderate to large differences between the methods for the efficiency component of FR, the
effect on total FR is much smaller. This is because total FR is based on the combination of efficiency,
quantity, and timing scores, as well as some special case over-rides. The difference in total FR between
the methods is under 1 percentage point for air compressors and boilers, under 2 percentage points for
LEDs.
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5

DISCUSSION

5.1 Approaches considered
The primary approaches considered for changes to the participant self-report survey methodology are
indicated in Table 5-1. These changes would apply only for measures for which more than two efficiency
alternatives exist.
Table 5-1. NTGR approaches considered
Approach

Description

Scoring

1. Ask a yes/no
efficiency freeridership question:
without the program,
would you have
installed the same
high efficiency as you
did?
Classic survey (status
quo)

2. For those who say
NO, ask what % of
the installed
equipment would

1. YES FReff = 100%

2. FReff =
%min/standard * 0% + %between * 50%
+ (1-(%min/standard+%between))* 100%

have been “standard
efficiency or
minimum code”, and
“between standard
efficiency and you
installed through the
program.”
Use only the first
Simple

question from the status
quo approach.

YES FReff = 100%
NO  FReff = 0%

Use the Classic method,
but improve the second
question to be less
Improved Generic

ambiguous, using

Intermediate

different wording for

Efficiency

measures with ISP

Similar to Classic

baselines and measures
with Minimum or Code
baselines.
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Approach

Description

Scoring

Develop a measurespecific list of alternative
technologies and
Participant Alternative
Technology

explicitly ask participants
which of these they have
installed if not the

Calculate the efficiency FR level for each
alternative based on its efficiency

program technology. Also
ask the Simple FR
question.
•

On a case-specific
basis, determine by
in-depth interview

Integrated Gross-Net

what would have
been installed absent
the program. Non-

•

This method provides a net savings baseline,
not a separate gross baseline and NTGR
factor.

participant spillover is
not measured.

Because of the relationship between baseline definition and NTGR method, we also considered two different
ways of determining the baseline for cases where there are multiple efficiency levels available.
•

Market ISP. This is the “Industry Standard Practice” representing what is “typical” in the market. Per the
Baseline Framework, this ideally is what is typically bought when the program-eligible technology is not
adopted, rather than the typical or average including the program technology in question.

•

Participant Alternative Technology. This is the typical alternative that would have been installed by
participants if they did not adopt the program technology. Ideally, this is limited to what participants
who are not efficiency free riders would have installed. Participants who would have installed the same
efficiency without the program (efficiency FR) do not contribute to savings due to efficiency
improvements, so should not be included in defining the efficiency baseline.

The Participant Alternative Technology questions can be used either to define the gross savings baseline, or
as part of the NTGR adjustment when gross savings uses a different baseline. When these questions
determine the gross baseline, only the Simple method is needed for NTGR. Participant natural adoption of
intermediate efficiency is fully captured by the gross baseline for participants who would not have installed
the program technology on their own (Simple efficiency FR = 0).
If participants are like the rest of the market, then baselines based on what the market does in general
would serve as good proxies for what the participants would have done if they hadn’t installed the program
technology. However, programs and evaluators should not assume the market as a whole represents
participants. Participants are ordinarily only a fraction of the overall market (program participation rates
hover around 5%), so that they are inherently “atypical.” Thus, they might have natural tendencies to adopt
the program-eligible equipment and other alternatives different from those of the general market.
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5.2 Pros and cons of approaches considered
Table 5-2 below indicates which of the approaches provide improvements (‘+’) or negatives (‘—’), relative to
the default of a Classic NTGR approach with a market ISP baseline. These considerations apply only for
measures with intermediate efficiency measures. If there are only 2 efficiency levels available, the baseline
is the lower efficiency for either the Market ISP or the Participant Alternative Technology, and the Simple
NTGR method applies.
The positive and negative indicators are not absolute. Depending on the details of an implementation, some
of these features might have the opposite or a neutral effect.
In particular, the table indicates that the Simple method with either ISP or Participant Alternative
Technology baseline can be more robust under a frozen NTGR. That is, assuming the NTGR is accurate with
a particular baseline initially, the NTGR can remain valid if the baseline is tightened while the NTGR is
frozen. The rationale is that the simple NTGR only needs to identify the extent to which customers would
have bought the program technology on their own; the alternate technology that participants would
otherwise install is fully accounted for in the baseline, which can be adjusted over time.
By contrast, the Improved Generic Intermediate or the Participant Alternative Technology NTGR with market
ISP baselines adjusts for current participant partial FR relative to the market baseline. Moving the baseline
to a higher efficiency level should reduce or remove this partial FR, so that the true NTGR should be
increased but the frozen NTGR doesn’t allow for that increase.
On the other hand, this rationale assumes that the simple efficiency free rider rate will stay fixed as the
market efficiency level advances. That will be a reasonable approximation for modest market changes.
However, if the typical or average alternative technology advances in the market, there is reason to believe
the tendency to buy the program technology absent the program would also increase.
The Integrated Gross-Net method is robust in the frozen net-to-gross environment assuming site-specific
analysis is used so that no frozen value applies for these cases.
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Table 5-2. Pros/cons of approaches considered for measures with multiple efficiency alternatives
Features
Option
#

Baseline
basis

NTGR basis

0

Market ISP

Classic
survey

1

Market ISP

Simple

2

Market ISP

Improved
Generic
Intermediate
Question

3

Market ISP

Participant
Alternative
Technology

411

Participant
Alternative
Technology

Simple

5

Integrated
Gross- Net

N/A

Reduce
Scoring
Bias

Reduce
Response
Error

Minimize
Operational
Change

Better
Baseline FW
consistency

Reduce FR
Calculation
Complexity

More
Robust
for
Frozen
NTGR

—

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

—

+

+

—

—

+

—

+

+

+

+

—

+

Using the same data and technology assumptions, the Participant Alternative Technology NTGR method
together with the market ISP (Option 3) will produce the same net savings as the simple NTGR method with
Participant Alternative Technology Baseline (Option 4). The methods differ in terms of which effects are
accounted for in the gross baseline and which in NTGR. In turn, these affect how existing data collection
may be utilized and where separate data collection efforts are needed, as well as the effect of freezing the
NTGR.
The differences between the two methods include:
1.

Under Option 3, gross savings is based on what is typical for the market. The NTGR reflects how the
participant mix of alternative technologies is different from that of the market in general. Under Option
4, gross savings is based on what participants would have installed if not the program technology, so
that only the simple yes/no question is needed to determine the NTGR.

2.

Under Option 3, the (market) baseline has to be determined in a separate study. Under Option 4, the
(participant) baseline and NTGR may be determined in the same study, and no market baseline is
needed.

Option 4, asking the simple yes-no free ridership question on a survey and determining the participant
alternative technology baseline on the same survey or in a separate study, was presented in an earlier
memo as the “2-Step” method.
11
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3.

Option 3 requires the Participant Alternative Technology questions to be asked as part of the NTGR
survey. Under Option 4, these questions can be fielded separately, or if needed collected via in-depth
interviews, since these questions are used to determine gross savings, not NTGR.

4.

Option 3 includes the adoption of intermediate efficiency in the NTGR. In a frozen NTGR environment,
this creates the potential for “double debiting” when new ISP research is conducted. With Option 4 the
“double debit” is avoided.

There are reasons to conduct studies including ISP research, participant surveys, and other market studies
beyond defining baselines and determining NTGR. To the extent other studies are available or desired,
multiple source of information may be considered in establishing the baseline value, even if the alternative
that would be installed by participants is recognized as the most meaningful baseline.

5.3 NTGR timing questions and dual baseline
As noted, the motivation for this study was the concern over the relationship between market ISP baselines
and efficiency partial FR questions. Another aspect of the Baseline Framework that may merit changes to the
NTGR methodology is the dual baseline treatment, which may overlap with the NTGR treatment of timing
effects. These issues have not been investigated in this study. We briefly note what attention may be
required.
The current NTGR methodology scales down the total FR score based on the amount by which the program
accelerated the installation of high efficiency equipment. If the acceleration is more than 2 years for small
C&I customers or more than 4 years for large, FR is 0.
The dual baseline treats early replacement in the baseline and corresponding gross savings calculation,
counting savings relative to existing equipment for its remaining useful life and relative to the replace-onfailure baseline for the remainder of the new equipment EUL. The acceleration credit in the NTGR
methodology and the higher gross savings during the RUL period may be counting some of the same effect.
However, to the extent the program moves a project from replace-on-failure to early replacement, or further
extends the early replacement period, these effects are not captured in the dual baseline.12
At the same time, the current scaling approach for the NTGR timing acceleration effect doesn’t necessarily
line up with the effect of an (extended) early replacement period on lifetime net savings. To some extent,
the current scoring method treats the reported acceleration time more as an indicator of the likelihood the
measure would have been installed sometime soon than as a concrete measure of an extended early
replacement period.
This P73 Track C study has focused primarily on the relationship between the efficiency NTGR sequences and
the move to ISP baselines. Understanding the difference in lifetime net savings between the current NTGR
treatment and one based on adjusting early replacement period lengths would require further work, as
would exploring specific changes to the timing portion of the NTGR methods. At minimum, even without

12 The dual baseline is a gross baseline for measures implemented prior to the end of their useful life, for any reason. The current methodology is to

assume the RUL is equal to 1/3 of the EUL. Acceleration by the program is inducing early replacement that otherwise would have taken place at the
end of life, or further advancing replacement that would have been early in any case. Thus, while acceleration implies early replacement, not all early
replacement is program-induced acceleration, and the number of years of acceleration may vary.
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further work, it is worthwhile to consider using the current or modified timing sequences to confirm explicitly
the event type (new construction, replace-on-failure, or early replacement), and the influence of the
program on event type as well as on early replacement timing.
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6

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 NTGR values to use for the 2018 Plan
For the 2018 Plan, we recommend using the results from the TXC49 study. These are developed via the
default approach (Option 0), using the Classic NTGR survey method with market ISPs for selected measures.
There may be some potential for “double debiting” partial efficiency FR for the measures with ISP baselines,
that is, for downward biased NTGR, especially over time if NTGR remains frozen and ISP baseline tighten.
The alternative currently available would be to use the Simple NTGR method. This method yields an upward
biased NTGR. Since there is little material difference between the two sets of results, we recommend no
change to the general methods applied for this cycle. Moreover, because the Classic NTGR value (which
accounts for intermediate efficiencies), is so close to the Simple NTGR value (which does not account for
intermediate efficiencies), the effect of intermediate efficiencies on total FR is small. Hence, for the
measures compared, there is little potential for double debiting, now or throughout the frozen period for
these results. The effects of new ISPs on additional measures are unknown.

6.2 NTGR methods going forward
6.2.1 Data collection
Going forward we recommend the following changes to the recent survey data collection approach.
Ask the intermediate efficiency questions only where it is applicable, extending what was done
for TXC49. Cases where the intermediate efficiency questions can be skipped include:
a) Binary measures such as VFD, where there is no lower efficiency alternative of the same technology
type (intermediate efficiency questions were already excluded on TXC49 surveys)
b) Measures with only 2 efficiency levels, program and code/standard/minimum (intermediate
efficiency questions were already excluded on TXC49 surveys)
c)

Measures with no intermediate efficiency level between the ISP baseline and the program technology
(intermediate efficiency questions were not always excluded on TXC49 surveys)

d) Not asking the intermediate efficiency question for category (c) means assuming the average
participant alternative technology is at least as high efficiency as the ISP. This is likely to be true if
the ISP represents the general market. However, where there’s reason to believe that the average
participant alternative technology is lower efficiency than the ISP, as in a hard to reach segment, the
question could be included to establish the prevalence of lower efficiency baselines among
participants.

Improve the generic intermediate efficiency question.
a) Clearly distinguish between minimum required and what is typical or most commonly done.
“Standard” is ambiguous in the context of distinguishing code/regulatory minimum or minimum
existing from “typical.”
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b) Change the wording to ask what technology—“minimum” or “typical” (specific wording
tbd) would have been installed if not the high-efficiency technology.
i.

If the baseline is minimum, ask if they’d have installed minimum or between minimum and
program

ii.

If the baseline is better than minimum, ask if they’d have installed minimum, typical, or
between typical and program13

c)

Consider eliminating the detail that collects the percent that would have been installed at
the low and intermediate efficiency levels. Simply ask what likely would have been installed if
not the high efficiency equipment, for the most part. This simplification would be equivalent to
determining a Participant Alternative Technology baseline, without mingling the baseline and
quantity questions. It’s not clear how much added accuracy the detail provides.

For selected high importance ISP measures, ask which measure-specific, alternative technologies
would have been adopted if not what was adopted through the program, as in TXC49 Q. ISP1.
Also continue to collect the Simple efficiency FR questions. The measure-specific, alternative information can
be collected.
a) By CATI as part of the general participant self-report NTGR survey
b) By CATI as a separate study
c)

By IDI, particularly where CATI is not expected to produce good results on alternatives

For multiple complex or combination measures, use the Integrated Gross-Net method. Complex
and unique measures and combinations include New Construction, rare or special-application prescriptive
measures, as well as unique custom. Modeled Partial Net is recommended for these cases. This approach is
more complex and costly per project than the others, but typically these are situations where engineering
interviews and analysis are already required even for gross savings.
Review the applicability of the timing component of the current NTGR method in relation to the
dual baseline methods defined in the Baseline Framework and developed in Track A. This review
may require a cross-cutting approach.14
A better alignment between the NTGR determination and the dual baseline could be along the following
lines.
a) Use the participant survey to confirm the event type—New construction, replace on failure, or early
replacement. Also, confirm whether the program moved the event type from replacement on failure
to early replacement.
b) For new construction and replace on failure, no acceleration credit applies.

13 Baselines above minimum may be set as an ISP, or via Participant Alternative Technology analysis, or via consideration of multiple sources. If an

ISP, the baseline may be an average or a most common alternative. For the generic intermediate question, it’s necessary to use fairly general
language to refer to the baseline, to indicate a level that is common or average in the market.
14 The Baseline Framework and P73 Track A have been developed for the C&I sector. The issues of how timing is addressed in NTGR studies apply

also to the Residential sector.
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c)

For early replacement, a different scoring of the acceleration FR factor may be appropriate, related
to the dual baseline assumptions and the effect of the program on the event type.

d) Potentially the participant survey could also be used to help establish the dual baseline RUL, asking
early replacement participants how early the replacement is, whether or not the program affected
the timing.

6.2.2 NTGR analysis methods
The recommended NTGR methods for efficiency, excluding timing and dual baseline considerations, are
summarized in Table 6-1. The table indicates general considerations. Some judgement is needed to balance
the different guidance factors. Further discussion follows.
Table 6-1. Recommended NTGR methods related to ISP baselines
Number of
efficiency levels
for the
technology
(including
program level)
2
>2

Are there
alternative
efficiency levels
between
baseline and
program?
NO
NO

>2

YES

Method for Most
Measures
Simple
Simple
Improved Generic
Intermediate
Alternative

Method for
Select HighImportance
Measures
Simple
Simple
Participant
Alternative
Technology
questions

Complex or
Integrated GrossIntegrated Grosscombination
YES
Net
Net
measures
Highlighted cells indicate a change from the Classic approach (TXC49).

Potential
Simplification
Where Warranted
None
None
Simple

None

Simple Method for measures with only two Levels
Where there are only 2 efficiency options, the baseline is the lower option, and the Simple NTGR method is
the only approach that applies. This is consistent with the Classic approach.
Simple or Improved generic alternative for low-importance measures with more than two levels
Where there more than 2 efficiency levels, for low-importance (typically, low savings) measures that don’t
justify the investment in developing and programming measure-specific alternatives, as needed for
Participant Alternative Technology methods, simpler approaches are recommended. The NTGR method is
either the Simple Method if there is no technology intermediate between the ISP and program levels, or
Improved Generic Intermediate NTGR, if there is an intermediate level. These methods are applied with a
market-based or subjectively determined ISP baseline.
Participant Alternative Technology Methods for high-importance measures with more than two
levels
Where there more than 2 efficiency levels, for high-savings or high-value measures, Participant Alternative
Technology data collection is recommended. The data may be collected via the standard CATI survey, as for
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q. ISP1 on the TXC49 survey, or via separate CATI or IDI. The data can be analyzed in one of the following
ways:
•

Use Participant Alternative Technology data to determine the ISP baseline, and determine the NTGR by
the Simple method (from a standard Participant survey). The Participant Alternative Technology data
may be collected either from the same Participant CATI survey or from a separate study. This approach
may be preferred if the market ISP baseline is not yet defined while the NTGR self-report survey is being
conducted, or if NTGR remains frozen. This approach allows changing adoption of intermediate efficiency
to be accounted for in updates to the gross baseline, without the potential for “double debiting.”

•

Use Participant Alternative Technology data to determine the NTGR relative to gross at a separately
determined ISP baseline. This approach is generally preferred if there’s an existing market baseline,
especially if NTGR isn’t frozen. The approach allows the gross baseline to be defined in terms of the
state of the market, so that NTGR indicates how participants are different from the market as a whole.
These are both useful indicators. However, if the market baseline isn’t important, or is not yet
established, developing the Participant Alternative Technology baseline with Simple NTGR may be faster
and lower cost.

For a CATI, the Participant Alternative Technology approach requires listing of specific alternative
technologies and their associated efficiencies, calculation of the corresponding efficiency FR factors, and
corresponding programming for survey implementation and scoring. Attempting to apply this approach for a
large number of measures as part of the regular CATI NTGR survey would not only be costly but also would
increase the potential for coding errors. For this reason, we recommend including the method for only a
limited number of measures as part of the general NTGR survey. Additional measures could be addressed in
separate more focused studies.
Integrated Gross-Net method for complex or combination measures. The Integrated Gross-Net
method addresses complex custom situations, and directly determines how the specifications would have
been different absent the program. For these situations, there are inherently an array of alternative
specifications, not a simple list of alternatives. Complex or combination measures include New Construction,
other whole-premise applications, rare or special-application prescriptive measures, as well as unique
custom. The Modeled Partial Net approach is more complex and costly per project than the others, but
typically these are situations where engineering interviews and analysis are already required even for gross
savings.
Potential for further simplification
The potential simplification to use the Simple method even when there are alternative technologies available
between the ISP and the program technology would reduce customer burden as well as simplifying the data
collection and analysis and improving transparency. This simplification could make sense in any of the
following situations:
•

The measures affected account for a small fraction of program savings.

•

It’s determined to be unlikely that customers can provide reliable information on alternative
technologies, by either the Generic Intermediate Alternative CATI or by the Participant Alternative
Technology questions, CATI or IDI.
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•

Future studies continue to show, for a wide variety of measures, that there is minimal difference in
overall NTGR results between using intermediate efficiency questions and using the Simple efficiency FR
method.

•

If the Simple method is adopted as a simplification for any of these reasons, a possible modification to
prevent overestimating net savings would be to subtract 1 to 2 percentage points from the resulting
overall NTGR, based on the differences observed up to that point between the otherwise recommended
method and the Simple method.

Aggregate consumption analysis
Aggregate consumption analysis with an appropriate comparison group is sometimes used in the residential
sector, particularly for information-only programs. The MA PAs are exploring the ability to use consumption
data analysis for groups of commercial buildings to produce gross or net savings. Depending on the outcome
of this work, a “direct-to-net” method based consumption data analysis may be recommended in the future.

6.2.3 NTGR method decision tree
Figure 6-1 presents the recommendations in a flowchart.
Figure 6-1. NTGR recommendations for ISP baselines
Is this a complex,
combination
measure?

YES

Integrated GrossNet

Modified Generic
Intermediate
Alternative

Simple

Participant
Alternative
Technology for
baseline,
Simple for NTG

Market ISP for
baseline, Participant
Alternative Technology
for NTG

NO

Are there >2
levels of
efficiency?

NO

NO

YES (3+ levels)

Is there an
alternative
between
program and
baseline?

NO

YES

YES

Is this a high
importance
measure?

YES

Is there an
existing
baseline AND
non-frozen
NTGR?

NO

Is
simplification
justified? 1

NO

YES
1

Measure accounts for small % of savings; Unlikely customers can provide reliable info on alt. efficiency levels; or Evidence of minimal difference
between results using Modified Generic and Simple approaches
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2016 NTG STUDY DETAILS
This appendix contains additional details relevant to the analyses conducted using the 2016 NTG study
results.
The analyses presented in this memo utilize the data collected through the NTG survey deployed as part of
the TXC49 project. Full NTGRs that will go into the next Three Year Plan will be determined as output from
TXC49. The overall TXC49 effort completed the following number of surveys:
•

•

1,396 surveys completed statewide for electric measures, across all PAs, programs, and initiatives
–

897 lighting

–

60 compressed air

495 surveys completed statewide for gas measures; 196 HVAC

The sampling effort identified all measures where intermediate efficiency levels are relevant. Respondents
with these measures received intermediate efficiency questions, including several new probes added for the
sake of the P73 research, across all initiatives and programs.
The sampling also identified three specific measures of relevance to the ISP research: LED fixtures,
condensing boilers, and air compressors. Respondents with these measures received two additional ISPrelated questions (ISP1 and ISP2, summarized below). These questions were also asked across all initiatives
and programs.
The TXC49 survey obtained responses representing a total of 1,717 measures where intermediate efficiency
applied, and 293 specifically ISP-related measures (Table 6-2). LED measures were restricted to LED
fixtures.
Table 6-2. Completed TXC49 surveys with ISP measures
Measure type

Number of responses

All intermediate efficiency measures

1,717

All ISP measures

293

LED (fixtures)

211

Condensing Boiler

59

Air Compressor

23
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Table 6-3 summarizes the relevant questions from the survey. See Appendix A for the exact text of the
questions.
Table 6-3. Summary of intermediate efficiency questions
Question
Number
FR18

Topic
(Asked for measures for which quantity is applicable) What percentage of the installed
equipment would have been “standard efficiency or minimum code”?

FR19

(Asked for measures for which quantity is applicable) What percentage of the installed
equipment would have been “between standard efficiency and what you installed
through the program”?

FR20

(Asked for measures for which quantity is N/A) Without the program, would the
respondent have installed “standard efficiency or minimum code” or “between standard
efficiency and what you installed through the program” ?

FR31

Open-ended question asking what specific efficiency level the respondent considered
(implicitly referring to efficiency mentioned in FR18/19/20)

FR32a

What did the respondent mean by “standard” efficiency in question F18 or FR20?

FR32b

What did the respondent mean by “mid-level” efficiency in question FR19 or FR20?

ISP1

Asked respondent to choose the most likely efficiency level they would have installed if
the efficiency level they did install wasn’t available. Specific efficiency levels provided
depending on measure type and covered good/better/best options.

ISP2

Likelihood of installing what they did rather than the answer to ISP1, if the program
wasn’t available

Please note:

How do respondents interpret the general
survey wording?
The survey contained 5 questions directly related to the

These results focus on comparing
different ways to calculate the efficiency
portion of freeridership. No numbers
reported here should be interpreted as
reflective of the final free-ridership or
net-to-gross (NTG) numbers that will be
used for the next Three Year Plan.

researchable question: FR18, FR20, FR31, FR32a, and FR32b.
Unfortunately, the wording of the questions as fielded limits the
interpretation of evidence of mixed understanding of the general
wording, because any confusion could be partly due to way we
asked the follow-ups:

All questions were asked of all respondents, according to the written skip logic. Some of these questions are
redundant or very similar.
When someone said “standard efficiency or minimum code” in FR18 and FR20, we don’t know if they were
thinking standard, thinking minimum, or assuming standard and minimum were the same thing. If we ask
someone who was thinking “minimum” in FR18/20 what they meant by “standard” in FR32a, that’s not
necessarily useful.
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We asked the FR18/20 “between” respondents what they meant by “mid-level,” but “mid-level” was not in
the FR18/20 wording. They might connect “between” to “mid-level” but they might not, and they might have
been confused by the shift in wording.
Even for those of us who work on efficiency daily, mapping the response options in FR32a and FR32b to
either code-minimum or ISP-level efficiency requires interpretation.
FR31 was an open-ended question about what the respondents thought of as intermediate equipment in
questions FR19 or FR20. Approximately two-thirds (61%) of respondents answered “don’t know” to this
question.
Results for FR32a (what respondent meant by standard or minimum) are shown in Figure 6-2. While the
most common answer was “whatever is required by code” other answers were also common.
Figure 6-2. What respondents mean by “standard” efficiency (FR32a)
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FR32b results (what respondent meant by mid-level) are shown in Figure 6-3. The most common answer
was “whatever was mid-level or less expensive than the high efficiency option.” This, in particular, is a case
where the respondents might have simply attended to the congruent “mid-level” wording in the question
and the answer because this was the first time the term “mid-level” was introduced. Furthermore, other
answers were also common.
Figure 6-3. What respondents mean by “mid-level” efficiency (FR32b)

For both questions, approximately 10% of respondents gave some other, open-ended answer that cannot be
clearly interpreted.
The survey also contained the ISP1 question, which asked respondents which of several, specific efficiency
levels they would have installed if the highest efficiency level that they did install was not available. Survey
respondents appeared to be able to better answer these questions, perhaps because they provided specific
alternative efficiency levels (Table 6-4).
•

Very few respondents chose the “don’t know” option.

•

The most common answer for LEDs was that they would not have installed anything at that time. This
suggests the program is accelerating LED adoption, even if the efficiency component of FR is high.

•

Other lighting technologies were relatively evenly mixed between the alternatives.

•

For both air compressors and boilers, the most common answers were the most efficient of the listed
intermediate efficiency levels.
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Table 6-4. Most likely alternative efficiency by ISP measure (ISP1)
LED
ISP1
Meaning
1 = Tech b
2 = Tech c

HP T8
T8

3 = Tech d

T5

4 = Tech e

HID

Air Compressor
Percent
(savings
Meaning
wtd)
16% Reciprocating
11% Screw

Boiler

Percent
(savings
Meaning
wtd)
22% Intermediate best
49% Intermediate mid

13% n/a

Percent
(savings
wtd)
53%
10%

Code minimum

4% n/a

8%

n/a

5 = 'Installed something
else [SPECIFY something
other than ]'

5%

4%

8%

6 = 'I would not have
installed anything at this
time if I could not install'

41%

25%

17%

7 = '[DO NOT READ] I would
have installed the same
technology'

<1%

Don’t Know

9%

5%

The 41% of LED participants who chose response 6 to ISP1 represented 59 respondents. Of those 59
respondents, almost all of them (48) were in the Retrofit initiative/market event. Another 5 each were in
small retrofit and new construction; only 1 was in end of useful life.
There was some degree of correlation between ISP1 responses and the old efficiency FR questions (Table
6-5). For all three ISP measure types, respondents who said they would not have installed the same
efficiency without the program (FR14=2) were more likely to provide a valid intermediate efficiency to
question ISP1 than respondents who said they would have installed the same efficiency without the program
(FR14=1).
Table 6-5. Crosstabulation of FR14 to ISP1
Provided valid intermediate answer to ISP1 (answers 1 to 5)
FR14 Answers
LED

Air Compressor

Condensing Boiler

Would have installed
same efficiency without

44%

64%

74%

58%

100%

91%

program (FR14=1)
Would not have installed
the same efficiency
without program
(FR14=2)
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Why is the change to FR_total less than the change to FR_efficiency?
The following tables lay out the math behind why FR_total changes much less than FR_efficiency. Table 6-6
shows how much of the savings are affected by the change in FR_efficiency. For all three measures tested in
the 2016 NTG survey, only a small minority of savings had intermediate efficiency values in the first place.
Furthermore, a substantial proportion of the affected savings already had a 0 FR_total calculation because of
the effect of timing: 6% of total savings in the case of LEDs, which accounts for approximately 25% of the
savings where intermediate efficiency was applicable, and 5% of total savings for boilers, which was roughly
40% of the intermediate efficiency-applicable savings. In the case of air compressors, 10% of the total
savings (two-thirds of the intermediate efficiency-applicable savings) were unaffected by the FR_efficiency
change because the FR_total values were overridden by postcodes. This results in a small fraction of total
savings where the FR_efficiency change can affect FR_total.
Table 6-6. Savings affected by FR_eff
Category

% of Savings
LED

No intermediate response (FR_efficiency=0)

Air compressor

Boiler

77%

85%

88%

FR_total already 0 because FR_timing = 0

6%

0%

5%

Postcoding overrides FR_efficiency effects

2%

10%

0%

16%

5%

7%

Affected savings

Table 6-7 shows that the observed change in FR_total is approximately the same as the product of the
change to FR_efficiency and the percent savings that could be affected by that change. The variance shown
in the table is due to differential weighting of individual projects.
Table 6-7. Calculation of FR_total
LED
FR_total (across affected cases)

Air compressor

Boiler

12%

19%

18%

Expected FR_total=Affected Savings * FR_total

1.92%

0.95%

1.26%

Observed FR_total

1.98%

0.76%

0.69%
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